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Figure 1: a. Maximum principal stress plotted against nominal axial strain for a specimen of
Castlegate sandstone that underwent compaction propagation. b. Lateral strain plotted against
nominal axial strain for same specimen. Between b and c, the strain was uniaxial compression
implying compaction. Confining pressure was 80 MPa. Lower case letters show corresponding
points on the two curves. The hydrostatic point is indicated by a, the yield stress,b, and c shows
where stressbegins to rise.

was to determine at what point in the stress hktory the compaction became nonuniform
and how the process was related to the stress-strain response. A second objective was to
determine what constitutive parameters govern the occurrence of nonuniform compaction.
Water fiow is being measured during compression in current experiments to assess the
effects of compaction localization on permeability; but because it is beyond the scope of
this paper, a discussion of the results is reserved for a future paper. It is possible to
state at this time, however, that permeability normal to the compaction zone decreases by
several orders of magnitude during initiation and growth of the tabular compaction zone.

The macroscopic (Olsson, 1999) and microscopic (DiGiovanni et al., 2000) differences
between laboratory compaction zones and in situ compaction bands (Mollema and An-
tonellini, 1996) warrant the differentiation of the two features with different names at this
time. Thus, in this paper the term tabular compaction zone or, more simply, compaction
zone, is used for the experimentally produced features.

A representative stress-st~ain curve associated with compaction localization is shown
in FiOnre 1. The principal characteristics of this curve, from an 80-MPa triaxial test,
are similar for all tests that resulted in compaction localization. There are three main
features: (1) the steep, nearly linear loading region, (2) the sharp peak and small stress
drop at yield, and finally (3) the nearly stress-independent region. In broad terms this
curve resembles that of an elastic-plastic material with the addition of a small peak at the
transition from elastic to plastic behavior. The confining pressure range for compaction
localization in this rock is not yet precisely established. It has been established, however,
that at pressures of 40 MPa and less, shear bands occur, and at pressures of 150 MPa and
greater generalized compaction is the observed mode of deformation.

Axial deformation was measured from end cap to end cap so that the gauge length is
the length of the specimen. Dlvidlng the change in length by the original length gives the
nominal, or engineering, strain, c1. Lateral deformation was measured across one diameter
at the specimen half-height so that dividing by original diameter yields engineering lateral
strain, E3. Strain calculations are, as usual, based on the assumption of uniform strain.
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Figure 2: Locations of the compaction zone fronts and the composite zone plotted against time.
The best-fit velocity data are indicated. The velocity of the loading piston was .5.8x 10-4 mm/s.
The peak stress occurs at a time between the first and second plotted points. The specimen was
127.7 mm long and the center is indicated by zero on the ordinate.

There was volume decrease, or uniform compaction, during the hydrostatic phase followed
by dilation during the initiaJ triaxial loading up to the yield stress. The compaction during
hydrostatic pressurization is fairly uniform except near the end caps, and is partly elastic
and partly plastic. This initial plastic component of volume strain in the bulk of the
specimen arises largely from frictional slippage between grains as they are forced closer
together, and from compaction of some clay cement. Beyond the yield point, compaction
increases greatly and is due largely to grain breakage as evidenced by a sharp increase
in acoustic emission (AE) activity (Olsson and Holcomb, 1999, 2000) and by microscopic
observations (DiGiovanni et at., 2000).

Examination of comprehensive .4E location data (Olsson and Holcomb, 2000) with
increasing axial strain indicates that compaction localization originates near the ends of
the ‘specimen during the pm-peak region. During the flat portion of the stress-strain

! curve, the zones increase in thickness thereby growing toward the center of the specimen
at a rate that is controlled in part by the velocity of the loading piston. The fronts of
the growing compaction zones are indicated by the location of intense AE activity. It
appears that the elastic mismatch between the steel end cap and Castlegate, about 20:1,
causes the stress concentration that initiates the localization. In fact, much AE activity
was noticed concentrated near the end interfaces even during the hydrostatic loading. In
some specimens, special attention was given to mitigating friction on one end (Olsson and
Holcomb, 2000). These specimens developed only one zone that propagated the length of
the specimen.

Using the AE data for a specimen that developed two zones, the position of the two
compaction zone fronts and the composite zone front were plotted against time in Figure
2. The velocity of the composite front was found to be 48 x 10-4 mm/see. The rate
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of movement of the composite front represents the total rate at which material is being
converted from higher to lower porosity. The velocity of the loading piston was 5.8 x 10–4
mm/see; thus the ratio of the velocity of the zone front to the piston velocity was 8.3:1. The
band front velocity in a specimen developing only one band moved at 48.1 x 10-4 mm/see
also, the same as the composite velocity in specimens with two bands. The compaction
front is essentially a transition region across which there exists rapid change in porosity
and axial strain. This transition region is idealized as a discontinuity in strain or porosity
that defines a singular surface that moves through the specimen converting material of
the original porosity to a new, lower porosity, and a new higher axial strain.

It seems likely that upon complete passage of the composite zone front across the
specimen, or, equivalently, the meeting of the two real zone fronts, the axial stress would
begin to rise resulting in a higher modulus because the specimen is now composed of a
denser material. This rise begins in the neighborhood of .sl R 8% for the specimen data
shown in Figure 1.

A singular surface that separates two regions of differing density and that propagates
through the material is often called a shock wave. In section 2, I show that the velocity
of the compaction zone front is related to the porosity jump across the zone front and the
velocity of the front. Because of the analogy with shock waves and because of their very
slow nature, I will call the propagating fronts of the compaction zones quasistatic shock
waves.

2 Mechanics of Quasistatic Shock

Svrnbol Table

Waves

cross sectional area
compaction front
velocity of piston
velocity of compaction front
original length
length of uncompacted region
length of compacted region
time
original density
compacted density
original porosity
compacted porosity
compressive strain; shortening O
plastic component of strain
normal stress; compression positive

2.1 Mass Balance ~

Becausethestressisapproximatelyconstantthroughouttheflat

....

region of the stress-
strain curve all deformation beyond the yield stress must be dominantly plastic. Further-
more, I assume that during this phase of loading most ‘of the deformation takes place at the
compaction front. Thk latter assumption is supported by the lateral versus axial strain
data (Fig. lb) and microstructural evidence (DiGiovanni, et al., 2000). For the situation
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shown in Figure 3, 10is constant, but lCand i~ change as 17moves. Strain data show that
the cross sectional area change upon compaction is negligible (= 2 – 370), and therefore is
ignored for the remainder of this paper. The length of the uncompacted region lUis given
by

lu = 10– v~t

and the length of the compacted region lCchanges according to

lc = Vrt – Vpt

The principle of conservation of mass requires

pOIOA= pOluA + /01..4

Inserting (1) and (2) into (3) yields

POZO.4= P.(ZO– vrt)A + P(vrt – Vpt)J4

Rearrangement gives
P ‘w—=
Po w–up

This is identical to one of three Hugo-
niot equations (balance of mass, mo-
mentum, and internal energy) of shock

-Twave physics, it describes the mass bal-
Lc PIP

ante across the compaction front. In-
ternal energy balance is examined in sec- 1—
tion 2.2. Momentum balance does not
appear in this analysis because of the d
quasistatic nature and therefore negligi- 0 L“ v “
ble inertial terms in the problem under P. , P*
consideration.

The porosity is related to the den- 111
sity through

(1]

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

e-r

Figure 3: A block of materialwith compaction zone
P=l. $ (6) at top bounded by interface indicated by I’. Veloci-

ties and lengths of the two portions of the specimen

where superscripts b and g denote bulk along with original length are indicated.

and grain, respectively. Thus each phase,
uncompacted and compacted, respectively, will have density-porosity relations as

PO = p:(l– P*) (7)

P = ‘pg(l– P) (8)

NOW forming the ratio between densities, noting that at the pressures considered here
pg= ~, and using (5) gives

P 1–P—=—
Po l-PO

(9)

Combining (9) with (5) shows that

‘m 1–P—=
VP PO–P

5
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thus a decrease in porosity from P. = 0.28 to, say, P = 0.18 would give a velocity ratio of
ur/vP = 8.2. The maximum volume strain, however, suggests that the porosity decreases
from P. = 0.28 to P = 0.2i across the band yielding a velocity ratio of ~l-/~P = 11.3.
Thus there is difference of about 30% between the data and a simplified model. Part
of the discrepancy may lie in the fact that the value of P = 0.21 is an upper bound on
the porosity as suggested by the fact that the tangent modulus is so much lower than
the initial tangent modulus. This of course is based on the assumption that the denser
material would be stiffer than the uncompacted material.

2.2 Energy Balance

The external work done on the specimen during the slow process of compaction zone
growth accounts for stored elastic energies and surface energy for cracking and frictional
processes. The energy S in the compressed side of r and SO on the uncompressed side
are reckoned per unit mass. The energy balance equation for the compaction zone is
arrived at by equating the external work done on the specimen by the moving piston to
the difference in internal energy of the material in front of and behind the moving interface
l?. For compactness in what follows, a and c are used for the axial stress all and the axial
strain c11, respectively. The work done by the piston over an increment of time is

AW = vAvPdt

The energy increment for the uncompacted side of the front I’ during the displacement of
I’ by amount ~dt is –SoApovrdt and the energy increment for the compacted side of 12is

I SAP(W – vP)dt. Therefore the increment in total internal energy is
“!

At = SAP(W – vP)dt – &Apov#
.,

The negligible kinetic energy is ignored. Equating A W to Af we get,:

oAVPdt= EAp(q – Up)dt – ZoApovrdt
.{

, Dividing through by common factors

:{ m+ = ($P(ZT—VP)—~opo~T.! (11)

Using (5) to eliminate the velocity difference for the first term on the right hand side

I Ovp = Epovr —Eopovr
I

(12)
i

Solving for the energy difference S – SOyields

1

&_go=z EL’
p. Vl-

(13)

The experimentally determined values are a = 231 MPa, p. = 1910 kg/m3 and vP/vr =
0.12. inserting these into equation 13 gives 14.5 x 103 J/kg. If it is assumed that & is
all elastic, then SO= (1/2pO) u2/Eo where E. = 15000 MPa is Youngk modulus. Thus
&O= 931 J/kg. After the specimen of volume 205.9x 10-6 m3 was completely compacted,
by the passage of the front through its full length (about 10 per cent shortening at 80 MPa
confining pressure), the total nonrecoverable energy expenditure was 27.7 x 106 Jm–3. If
the compaction had taken place uniformly, the energy consumed would be given by the

1
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area under the stress-strain curve, which gives the total energy input to the specimen
as 23.1 x 106 Jm–3. The fact that the predicted energy consumption is higher for the
discontinuous process than for the continuous process is to be expected. If, for example,
the discontinuity was in reality a transition zone of finite thickness, then the gradient
of porosity (density), stress and strain across the zone would lead to a lower calculated
energy.

By way of comparison to a similar rock, Bernabe and Brace (1990) found that it took
20 x 106 Jm-3 to deform Berea sandstone to a strain of about 10 percent at 90 MPa
confining pressure. The Berea they tested had a porosity of from 18.3 to 18.9 percent
compared to 28 per cent for the Castlegate. The deformation mode at 90 MPa for Berea
[Bernabe and Brace, 1990] was transitional, that is, intermediate between localized shear
fracture and uniformly dktributed cataclastic flow. Bernabe and Brace (1990) dld not
report compaction localization in Berea sandstone. Haimson and Song (1998) found that
for Berea sandstone of 17% porosity, borehole breakouts had the familiar v-shape, but
that for porosity of 22.5Y0, long slots normal to the maximum compression formed. These
slots were interpreted by Olsson (1999) to be washed-out compaction bands. Thus, the
phenomenon of compaction localization is likely to be dependent on the porosity with
the boundary to be in the upper end of the range of 17–22.5Y0. Bernabe and Brace’s
(1990) material was at the lower end of this range, and thus, was not expected to exhibit
compaction localization.

2.3 Relation Between Nominal P1astic Strain and Vr

A relationship between the nominal plastic axial strain, @, and the position of the com-
paction front at any time is useful. For the nonuniform deformation discussed here, plastic
strain must be interpreted as the nominal plastic strain; that is, the change in overall length
divided by the original length minus the elastic component. Rewrite (5)

P(W – VP)= Povr (14)

Find an expression for plastic strain rate by dlvidlng (14) by 10and solving for P’ = vP/lo
to get

(15)

Using (9) and (10) to get a relation in terms of porosity gives, finally

NOWwe can check the applicability of this equation by taking the applied strain rate
as vp/10 = 4.54 x 10–6s–1 and comparing with the result’ of (16). The initial porosity
P. = 0.28 combined with the velocities shown in Figure 2, and used in equation (5) predicts
the compacted porosity to be about 0.18; this is consistent with initial microscopic analysis
(DiGiovanni et al., 2000). Substituting these values into (16) gives @ = 4.59 x 10-6s–1.
This is about a 1% difference. Recapitulating, this is a comparison of plastic strain rate
computed from the measured zone front velocity and the porosity jump with the applied
strain rate.

Finally, the relationship between the distance moved by the zone front and the nominal
plastic strain is easily obtained by noting that the plastic strain rate and the velocity of
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Figure 4: Detailsof the peak region of the stress-straincurve. The stress-dropregion liesbetween
A and B.

the zone front are constants so that we may multiply through by t to get

(17)

where c$r is the movement of the composite compaction zone front. Thus the nominal
axial strain is simply proportional to the distance that the zone front moves with the
proportionality constant given by a function of the porosity jump.

2.4 Originofthe StressDrop

The stress drop is related to the initial thickness of the compaction zone. For an ela.stic-
phstic material the assumed strain decomposition is c = c’ + d’ where the superscripts
indicate elastic or plastic component. The control variable for the experiment is the
shortening rate Vp; that is, this parameter is maintained constant. This is the same as
{ = ;’ + {P = const. Clearly any changes in either the elastic or plastic components of
strain rate require equal but opposite changes in the other component in order that the
total rate remain fixed. Examination of the incrementally linear elastic stress-strain rule’
for elastic-plastic solids

til – ti3 = E:e = E(: – F’) (18)

shows that stress decreases are accompanied by elastic strain decreases and, hence, to keep
{ constant, @ must increase. If compaction were to localize as an infinitesimally thin layer
and grow from there, the process would be continuous, and there would not be a drop
in stress but, rather, a smooth transition from elastic loading to plastic deformation. If,
however, localization occurs suddenly with finite thickness representing a sudden increase
in the plastic strain, then there must be stress drop giving a decrease in elastic strain to
compensate for the plastic increase.

Let us examine the stress-plastic strain curve in the neighborhood of the peak stress
(Figure 4). Notice that the strain increment during the stress drop of 6.85 hlPa is about
0.0026. This must be mostly plastic increase because the stress and hence elastic strain is
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decreasing over thk interval. Once the initial, finite-thickness zone is formed, it then grows
according the the rules set down above at approximately constant stress. Multiplying (17)
by 10yields the relation between the position of the piston and the position of the zone
front

()6r’= ;–; ($P
0—

(19)

PO = 0.28 for Castlegate sandstone and earlier we found P = 0.18 behind the front
giving Jr = 8.26P which is the distance I’ moves during the stress drop-creating the initial
compaction zone. From Figure 4, @ = 0.0026 during the stress drop, which combined
with 10= 127.7 mm, gives 6r = 2.72 mm for the predicted initial zone thickness.

3 Discussion

The motivation for this study was to gain further insights into the formation of compaction
bands. Earlier work (Olsson, 1999) had suggested a theoretical framework within which
to understand the mechanics of initial formation of compaction bands. Indeed the theory
suggested ranges of the constitutive parameters necessary for the formation of these fea-
tures but was moot on the point of band growth. It was suggested on the basis of typical
stress-strain curves for porous material that not only do bands form but they may grow
as a function of strain. To investigate this possibility we ran the experiments discussed
herein. The AE data showed definitively that compaction zones began to grow at the
yield point of the stress-strain curve, and continued to grow until the entire specimen has
been compacted. In this study, an experimental artifact, the 20:1 elastic mismatch ratio
between rock and end cap, provided a nucleation mechanism for the localization. I suggest
that in the absence of the artificial stress concentrations, the zones would necessarily form
at some natural defect in the material proper. Work is continuing on this issue.

I suggest that the two separate theories–bifurcation theory, which predicts only the
onset of compaction localization, and shock wave theory, which describes the motion of the
front of a compacted zone-must be joined together to get a complete picture of compaction
zone initiation and growth.

Nucleation and growth of what are here called quasistatic shock waves may have sev-
eral important implications. They may have the capacity to cause the newly recognized
type of borehole breakouts as described by (Bessinger et al., 1997; Haimson and Song,
1998). These features are essentially slots that form normal to the maximum compression
stress concentration at a borehole. They may thus provide sand production mechanisms,
increased fluid flow into the boreholes, or even stability problems. Also, thk new com-
paction mechanism may have unknown implications for compaction of oil and gas reservoirs
during production or reinflation during later storage of gases such as air or C02.

The inhomogeneous compaction mechanism described in this study may provide a
mechanism for the formation of discrete compaction bands as observed in outcrop. Imagine
that a body of rock, uniform except for scattered strength defects, is subjected to a strain
driven deformation. When the stress reaches the strength associated with a given defect
a band forms and grows as straining of the mass is continued. The thickness of any band
formed will be limited by the magnitude of the remotely applied strain. The spacing of
the compaction bands is related to the initial distribution of the strength defects.
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4 Conclusions

Evolution of the pattern of locations of thousands of acoustic emission events during
triaxial tests at 80-MPa confining pressure shows definitively that:

1<

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

5

Tabular compaction zones are nucleated in stress concentrations at the specimen-end
cap interfaces.

At the yield point, compaction zone(s) begin to propagate toward the center of the
specimen.

At constant stress, the zone(s) move as a function of axial strain and porosity jump
until all material is converted from an initial density to a new higher density.

The mechanics of movement of the edges or fronts of compaction zones can be
understood in terms of the Hugoniot equations of mass and energy balance across a
density interface.

The small but consistent stress drop at the transition from the linear loading phase
to the constant load phase of the test is related to the initial zone thickness.

The slow shock wave process has embedded in it a possible explanation for sets of
subparallel compaction bands found in nature.
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